
High-resistance protection that enhances your mobile while
guaranteeing its safety - Lifetime warranty

The reinforced Life case is resistant to shocks and drops up to 3 meters.

The alliance of finesse and robustness
This ultra-resistant case has been made from materials of choice. It is the combination
of 2 exclusive technologies that gives it its extreme resistance to everyday damage.

360° cushioning gel
Ultra absorbent properties capable of neutralizing side impact.

Tryax system
3D inserts around the case designed to absorb impact and disperse shock energy
along three axes. Your mobile is thus protected from all sides.

Elegant finish and design
Aesthetic and resistant, its design lets you appreciate the original beauty of your
smartphone while offering you the best grip.

Custom design 
Fits perfectly to the design of the mobile by highlighting the control buttons. The front
screen and back camera are protected by raised edges to reduce the risk of scratches.
You will be able to put your smartphone on the front or back without risk.

Special anti-yellowing treatment
Made from a polymer alloy treated against yellowing, your case will keep its
transparency much longer.

Compatible Force Glass

Lifetime warranty
Receive a new case if it is damaged

Eco-designed packaging that is fully recyclable
Cardboard (certified from responsible forest management), glue (vegetable) and ink
(soy)

Product Upcycling
Prepaid return of old products for recycling to promote the circular economy

3m Certified Drop Safe

Color : Pink Contour

Feature(s) : Lifetime Warranty -
Ultra-Reinforced - 3m Certified
Drop Safe

Material : TPU

Ref : FCLIFENIP8P

EAN : 3571211392736

Pack contents : 1 Lifetime
Warranty Reinforced LIFE Case

iPhone SE 2022/SE/8/7/6S/6 LIFE Reinforced Case Pink Contour
- Lifetime Warranty Force Case

Descriptif produit
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How the lifetime warranty works
Thanks to the lifetime warranty, Force Case replaces your product with a simple replacement by new in
product it gets damaged.
To benefit from the lifetime warranty, all you need to do is create an account in a few clicks and register
your product on the site https://force-mobility.fr/en/user-garantie, within 30 days of your purchase, with your
purchase proof. 
The Force service sends you a new product in exchange for your defective or broken product. Once a year
and with no time limit so that your mobile is always perfectly protected!

FORCE CASE: The high resistance protection Lifetime warranty Brand
• Accessories designed to protect and last a long time
• Technological innovation at the service of performance
• A timeless design to enhance premium smartphones
• A lifetime warranty to satisfy the most demanding customers
• Eco-designed packaging fully recyclable : Cardboard (certified from responsible forest management), glue
(vegetable) and ink (soya)
• A recycling center with the pre-paid return of old products to be recycled to promote the circular economy

Force Case is a French brand whose products are designed and developed in Paris. It is the first brand to
integrate 5 impact resistance systems certified by tests carried out in independent laboratories.
French specialist in smartphone protection solutions for 25 years, our products are tested and certified
according to the standards and directives in force on the market.
As of its delivery, this product benefits from the legal guarantee of conformity of 2 years.

How does the Recyclerie work?
You have just purchased one of our products and you wish to return your old product to us for recycling.
We ensure the collection of all old products, which are then dismantled and recycled in the appropriate
sector by our partner Véolia.

How do I return my product?
Thanks to the QR code or link provided in the pack of the purchased product, download a prepaid return
on our website to send us your product to be recycled.

What happens to my old product?
Once recycled, your product is reintegrated into the production of everyday objects such as: bicycles,
radiators, public benches, etc., this is called the circular economy!

What is my product's Green Act rating?
Green Act has been designed to help you make a more responsible choice in favor of the environment
when buying an accessory for your mobile. Each product is rated on more than 70 criteria evaluating its
environmental, social and ethical impact as well as its performance in use. Find out how the environmental
impact of our products is calculated at www.thegreenact.org.
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Informations complémentaires

Compatible mobiles
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